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Abstract

The time a particle spends in a classically forbidden region of a potential
barrier is expressed as an expectation value of the tempus operator in that
region. Classically, temptis is canonically conjugate to the energy ami is
equal to the time for a conservative system. The tunneling time is calculated
by this approach for a rectangular barrier, which gives a complex time. The
imaginary part of the time is nonnegative, so it is interpreted as a tunneling
time. The real part gives a negative value for some values of the parameters,
and is therefore rejected because it violates causality. This tunneling time
is compared with other tunneling times that have been suggested by also
calculating them for the rectangular barrier.
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1. Introduction

Quantum mechanics has answered many questions about the microscopic world,
but some questions still remain One such question, addressed in this paper, is
how long does a quantum particle spend inside a classically forbidden region. Two
related questions are how long does it take for a quantum particle to traverse a
classically forbidden region, and how long does it take for a quantum particle to
be reflected from a classically forbidden region. Although there has been intense
interest in answering these questions because of the need to design nanoseale elec-
tronic devices using semiconductor heterostructures, no consensus has yet emerged
[1]-[6J. There are several different approaches to the above questions, which in
general give quite different answers. They include the following. (1) The Feynman
path integral is used to obtain an average time the particle traverses the forbid-
den region [7]-[13]. ThisFeynman time is a complex number, and a criterion is
needed to interpret the real and imaginary parts. (2) The Pollok-Millrr time, also
complex, is Ih«> time average of the quanta! microcanoiiical flux-flux correlation
function |I4, 15]. (3) The dwell time lime is the time a particle spends in the
classically forbidden region [16|-[19J. It is obtained by dividing the probability of
finding the particle in the barrier by the incident probability flux. (1) The bounce
lime is the time required for a particle to traverse the barrier when its speed is
equal to the magnitude of its imaginary momentum inside the barrier divided by
its mass [18, 20, 21. 22). (5) The Martin-Landauer time uses a method in which
the barrier is modulated by a small oscillatory perturbation |18, 20]. It is extended
to arbitrary potentials, regardless of whether free wave propagation or tunneling
is involved [23]. (6) The Larmor time (24, 25, 16] is obtained by using a neutral
particle with a magnetic moment and measuring its precession when a weak mag-
netic field is applied in the classically forbidden region. (7) The But tiker-Land auer
time is based on the energy modulation of the beam of incoming pail ides |2(), 2(>|.
(8) The phase delay time is obtained by differentiating with respect to the energy
the phase shift duo to the barrier [27| |31|. (f)) The Bohm time uses the quantum
potential method and interpretation of quantum mechanics of David Bohm |32]-
|37|. (10) Numerical simulations |38, 39, 40| have elucidated the dynamics of the
wave function in barrier problems and have given insight into analytical methods.
(11) The method of Olkhovsky and Recami ]41 j-{43| makes use of the expectation
value with respect to the energy of their time operator. (12) The projection oper-
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ator method of Muga, et al. [44]-[49] gives agreement, with many previous results
and also gives new results. (13) The stay time [50] is based on the Feynman path
integral and gives a real time. It gives insight into the complex time of method
(1). In this paper we give a new approach to the above question of how long a
particle spends inside a classically forbidden region. We calculate an expectation
value of the tempus operator [51] in the classically forbidden region. The tempus
operator is the operator canonically conjugate to the energy operator. The time of
evolution is still a parameter. Classically a canonical transformation can be made
to a new set of canonical variables, in which the new canonical momentum is I ho
energy and the new canonical coordinate conjugate to it is called tempns [52. 53|.
For a conservative system, tempus is numerically equal to the time of evolution,
but is conceptually different from it. Since the Poisson bracket is a canonical
invariant [54], the Poisson bracket of tempus and energy is equal to one. When
the system is quantized the commutator of the tempus operator and the energy
operator is equal to ih. The argument of Pauli [55] that a time operator in quan-
tum mechanics does not exist does not apply, since the domain of definition of the
tempus operator is restricted [56, 57, 43, 42, 51J. The time that a quantum parti-
cle spends in a classically forbidden region is calculated by taking an "expectation
value" of the tempus operator using the wave function in the classically forbidden
region. Which of the large number of tunneling times proposed is correct can
only be decided by experiment. Different types of experiments may give different
results for the tunneling time. The tunneling times based on the use of some kind
of clock raises the question as to whether or not the result is independent of the
type of clock used. If it is independent, then a universal intrinsic tunneling time
exists. Very few experiments haven been performed up to now, and so the issue
is undecided [58]. In this paper the new approach to the tunneling time question
is given in Sec. 2. This new approach is applied in Sec. 3 to a rectangular barrier
and the real and imaginary parts of the time are obtained. In Sec. 4 this method
is compared with other methods for the rectangular barrier. The conclusion is
given in Sec. 5.

2. New Approach

In this section we discuss a new approach to the time a particle spends in a
classically forbidden region based on the concept of the tempus operator. The
classical concept of tempus is defined and the quantum tempus operator is given.
An expectation value of the tempus operator in the classically forbidden region is
defined.
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In classical mechanics a canonical transformation can he made from the old
canonical variables (q, p) to new canonical variables (q',p'), where q (q') is the
old (new) generalized coordinate and p (p') is the old (new) canonical momentum
conjugate to it. If we now choose p' to be the energy E, the canonical generalized
coordinate q' conjugate to it is called tempus, and denoted by T [52, 5.J|. Because
energy and tempus are canoni< ally conjugate and the Poisson bracket is a canon-
ical invariant fr)<1|, energy and te.vipus satisfy the same Poisson brackets as q and
p satisfy,

{•/',/-} I (2.1)

In quantum mechanics variables are replaced by operators and Poisson brack-
ets are replaced by commutators. Therefore the energy E is replaced by an energy
operator E, and te.vipus T is replaced by a te.mpus operator T. Together the two
operators satisfy the standard commutation relations of quantum mechanics,

\f\E\ ih, (2.2)

corresponding to the classical Poisson bracket in Eq.(2.1). A realization of the
energy operator E — E and the tempus operator T - ihd/DE satisfies Eq.(2.2).

The time-independent Schrodinger equation for a particle of mass m and wave
function i>{x) in one dimension is

-^~V 2 ^( . r ) \ V(x)i'{x) --- £V(a), (2.3)

where V(.T) is the potential energy and E is the energy eigenvalue. The wave
function depends in general on the energy.

We take an "expectation value" of the te.vipus operator to be the tunneling
time. A new type of "expectation value" for the temp us operator in the barrier
region B is defined as

i = <f > A"1 /c/j-0'fv, (2.4)

where the normalization integral N is defined as

N [ <I.n!''ii>. (2.5)
./B

The te.mpus operator T = ihd/dE acts on the energy parameter in the wave
function and thus is not a Ilermitian operator in the Hilbert space. Therefore



Eq.(2.4) for the tunneling time is complex r — TJ 4-1T2, where the real part is
and the imaginary part is

A criterion is needed to interpret the real and imaginary parts of / as "tun-
neling times".

3. Tunneling through a Rectangular Barrier

In this section the new approach is applied to the case of a rectangular barrier. The
Schrddinger equation is solved exactly for this case and an expectation value of
the tempus operator is calculated. The real and imaginary parts of an expectation
value of the tempus operator are plotted for different energies and thicknesses.

For a rectangular barrier the potential energy is

VM-f V° if -«/2<*<"/2 n i )
{ ' J O otherwise ' [ '

where the barrier region B is (—a/2, a/2) in Eqs.(2.4) and (2.5). The solution of
the Schrodinger equation in Eq.(2.3) for this potential is the wave function

{ eikx + Ae-ikx f o r x < _ a / 2

Be"* f Ce~KX for - a/2 < x < a/2 , (3.2)

Deikx for x > a/2
where the wave number k is

and the energy E < Vo is equal to or less than the barrier height.
For the wave function and its first derivative to be continuous at .r — —a/2

and at x — a/2 it is necessary for the complex coefficients A, B, and C to satisfy

A = -t(JbJ/2/tfc) sinh(Ka) D, (l r ,)

B - exp[(tJfc - it)o/2] {(K +• iib)/2/c} D, (3.6)



and

C - exp[(i* f K)O/2| {(K - iky/2n} I), (3.7)

in terms of the transmission amplitude /.), where the characteristic wave number
fro ' s defined as

k0 ('2wV0)
l/z/h. (3.8)

From I'xjs.(3.3), (3.4) and (3.S) we have kfi K~ I k~. The complex transmis-
sion amplitude I) can he writ I en as

(3.0)

where the phase </> is

arclan

and the transmission coefficient T \D\~ is

ry Q - ^ • > . I I J

sinh (KO) I (2Kk/kfi)-
When IJCJ.(3.2) for the wave function is substituted into Kq.(2.5) for the nor-

malization integral, and the result is substituted into Fq.(2.{>), the imaginary part
of the complex tunneling lime is

'o \ *• / I sinh-(«a) I (2
1 rrosli(2Kff)-(2Ko)-'smh(2Kfl) I (2*/A,,)21

~2(K/fc0)
2 [ (2^0rTsinli(2Kn) I (/c2 - A-2)/*jT J '

in terms of I he characlerislic lime

'o /i/2lo, (3.13)

where k, n and k\t are given by l0qs.(3.3), (3.1) and (3.8), respectively. Kqualion
(3.12) is plotted in Fig. 3.1 as a function of the dimensionless energy F E(VQ
and the dimensionless width ak$. Far all values of the parameters the imaginary
part ?2 is nonnegative, so that it satisfies causality in the sense that the particle
does not emerge from the far side of the barrier before it arrives at the near side.
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FIG. 3.1: Imaginary part of the tunneling time r^ in Eq.(3.l2), in units of r()

fi/2Vo, is plotted as a function of the energy e = E/VQ and the barrier width UAQ.

The real part Tjof r — < T > in Eq.(2.6) is obtained by substituting l^q.(3.
into it and taking the real part, which gives

- 2(2/ca)-1sinh(2/ca) \
sinhJ(ico) f (2/cAr/Jfcg)2

(2Ka)~1sinh(2/tfl) -

(3.14)

2[(2/ca)-1sinh(2«o) f - ( K 2 -

This expression is plotted in Fig. 3.2 as a function of e - £ / lb and
For some values of the parameters, T\ becomes negative, which violates causality.
This violation of causality for some values of the parameters is sufficient reason
to reject this expression as a legitimate tunneling time.

FIG. 3.2: Real part of the tunneling time T\ in Eq.(3.14, in units of ro fi/2\'o. is
plotted as a function of the energy e = E/VQ and the barrier width



4. Other Approaches to Tunneling Times

In this section some other methods that have been proposed for I he tunneling
time are surveyed and applied to a rectangular barrier.

4.1. Feynman Path Integral Approach

The Feynman path integral has been another approarii to tunneling times [7]-
[13]. For a rectangular barrier of height \\)t the Feynman time f/.- for tunneling is
complex [1]

IF ~z -
dd> fid In T

( 4 1 )
0 2 <)l0

The phase <f> is given in Eq.(3.10) and the transmission coefficient T is given
in Kq.(3.11).

The real part of the Feynman tunneling time is obtained by substituting
Eq.(3.10) for the phase and Kq.(3.4) into Eq.(4.1). When the real part is taken
we obtain

2ka (4.2)

where the characteristic time fo is defined in Eq.(3.13). This tunneling time is
plotted as a function of the energy r — EJYQ and the width ako in Fig. 4.1. The
real part of the Feynman tunneling time is nonnegative, so it can be taken as a
legitimate tunneling time.

'0 5
FIG. 4.1: Real part of Feynman time rp for tunneling in Eq.(4.2), in units of

70 — h/'2\'o, is plotted as a function of the energy e — E/VQ and the barrier width ak-Q.
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The imaginary part of the Feynman time is obtained by substituting Eq.(3.11)
for the transmission coefficient and Eq.(3.4) into Eq.(4.1). When the imaginary
part is taken, we get

1 sinh(2«a)]

J ('1- }
V ) f (2

This time is plotted as a function of e and ofco in Fig. 4.2.
The negative times in Fig. 4.2 for some parameters violate causality, which

provides a sufficient reason for rejecting the imaginary part of the Foynman time
as a tunneling time.

FIG. 4.2: Imaginary part of the Feynman time rp for tunneling in Eq.(4.3), in units
of no — h/2Vo, is plotted as a function of the energy e = E/VQ and the barrier width

4.2. Pollak and Miller Approach

Pollak and Miller [14, 15) applied the quantal flux-flux correlation function to
barriers to obtain a complex tunneling time, in analogy with the use of classical
flux-flux correlation functions to obtain characteristic times in chemical systems.
The imaginary part of their t unneling time is [ 11

d]XlT

when Eq.(3.9) is used. This expression is similar to the imaginary part of Eq.(4.1),
except for a minus sign and in the derivative the total energy E is used instead
of the height of the barrier Vo.



When the transmission coefficient in F,q.(3.11) is substituted into Fq.(1.1), the
result for the rectangular barrier is

in 2
- (2KO) - i

This expression is plotted in Fig. 4.3 as a function of (he energy f and the width
ako and is nonnegative for all parameters

FIG. 4.3: The imaginary part of the Pollak and Miller tunneling time rp^ in
Eq.(4.5), in units of TO - h/2\'u, is plotted as a function of the energy e - h'/\'n
and I ho barrier width

The real part of the expression in braces in F,q.(4.4) gives the real pail of the
Pollak-Miller time

(-1G)

when I0q.(3.9) is used This expression is similar to the real par I of Rq.(4.1),
except for the minus sign and in the derivative the total energy E is used instead
of the height of the barrier V'o.

When Eq.(3.10) is substituted into F,q.(4.6), we obtain for the real part of the
Pollak Miller time

ak0 % -\ {'2KO)-] sinh(2».-n)|

'o '2{k/kt)) ' {k/k0)
(4.7)
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The first term on the right-hand side of this equation is due to the contribution
of — ka in the phase <f> in Eq.(3.10). The second term on the right-hand side is
the phase delay time discussed in Sec. 4.8. Equation (4.7) is plotted in Fig. 4.4
as a function of the energy e and the width

FIG. 4.4: The real part of the Pollak and Miller tunneling time TpM in Rq.(4.7), in
units of TO = fi/2Vo , is plotted as a function of the energy e = E/VQ and the barrier
width

4.3. Dwell Time

The dwell time [16]-[19] is defined as the relative probability for a particle to be in
the barrier B divided by the probability current density J of the incident particle,

1D =
J

(4.8)

The probability current density J for an incident particle witli a wave function
— exp(tfcj) as in Eq.(3.2) is

./ - fte KJPr/m)tpi1lc :- hk/m, (4.9)

where px = —ihd/dx is the linear momentum operator. For a rectangular barrier,
the barrier region B is the region from (—a/2,a/2). When Eq.(2.5) is evaluated
for a rectangular barrier using Eq.(3.2) and is substituted into Eq.(4.8) along with
Eq.(4.9), the result is

— = (2aJfc)
sinh2(Ka) +• (2/cAr/Jbg)2

(4.10)
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This expression in plotted in Fig. 4.5 as a function of the energy and the width
of the barrier. The dwell time is a measure of how long the particle stays in the
barrier, regardless if it is ultimately reflected or transmitted. It is positive for all
parameters.

10
0.8

06

ak

FIG. 4.5: Dwell time TQ in Eq.(4.10), in units of TQ ••••- h/2\\), is plotted as a function

of the energy e E/\'o and the barrier width uAo-

4.4. Bounce Time

The bounce time [18, 20, 21, 22] is the time that it takes a particle in a barrier
B with a velocity which is the magnitude of its imaginary momentum !IK(X) —
\E — r(.r)]1/2 divided by its mass m to travel through the barrier

f , m

./B hs(.r)

{•'or a rectangular barrier of width o this bounce time reduces to

' • / 'MI

(4.11)

M .12)

when written in dimensionless form.
The addition of a small oscillatory perlurbation to the potential gives an adi-

abatic regime for low frequency and a high frequency regime [18, 20]. The two
regimes are separated by a frequency corresponding to the bounce time.

Figure 46 shows the bounce time as a function of the energy f and the dimen-
sionless width ofc(). It is nonnegative for all parameters.
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1.0

FIG. 4.6: The bounce time rg in Eq.(4.12), in units of TQ - h/2\ro, is plotted as a
function of the energy e — E/\'Q and the width

4.5. Martin and Landauer Time

In 1993 Martin and Landauer [23] reconsidered a method used by BiiUiker and
Landauer [18, 20] in which the barrier is modulated by a small oscillatory pertur-
bation. For an arbitrary potential barrier preceded by a region of free propagation,
they find that the interaction time is

d\n{dD/dE)
dE

(4.13)

where D is the transmission amplitude. They determine the interaction time
by observing how the transmission of the barrier with an oscillatory modulation
superimposed upon it begins to deviate from adiabatic behavior.

For a rectangular barrier, the transmission amplitude D is given in Kq.( .19).
When this expression is used in Eq.(4.13), the Martin-Landauer time TMI, is ob-
tained for a rectangular barrier. Figure 4.7 shows TML for a rectangular barrier
as a function of the dimensionless energy e and the dimensionless width oka.
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FIG. 4.7: The Martin-Landauer time 77//, in Eq.(4.13) for a rectangular barrier, in
units of ro hf'l\ 0, is plotted as a function of the energy t F/\'o and I lie width

4.6. Larmor T ime

The Larmor procession |21, 25| of a neutral particle with a magnetic moment in a
weak magnetic field can bo used as a clock. Buttiker [K>| showed that, if the spin
of the particle wore polarized in the 1/ direction perpendicular to the direction
of the magnetic field {z direction) and the direction of motion of I ho particle (.1
direction), the time associated with the precession of the spin is

'I
d<t>

The time associated with the rotation of the spin out of the .TV plane is

This effe<'t is due to the fact that the spin down state has a different energy
than the spin up stale, and consequently the two spin slates arc transmitted
through the barrier differently.

As shown by Sokolovski and Baskin |7|. the times in Eqs.(4.14) and (4.15) are
the negative of the real and imaginary parts of the I'ovnman lime in Eq.('1.l), so

f p and ;£ -
Buttiker [1(>| argued that a total Larinor tunneling time /^ should be specified

by taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the tunneling limes in
Eqs.(4.14) and (4.15). which gives a measure of the total rotation,

']' " \(>ff I ( ' f ) 2 | ' / 2 l ' / - | . ( 4 . 1 6 )



where iy is given in Eq.(4.1).
For the rectangular barrier the total Larmor tunneling time i\ is obtained

by substituting the negatives of Eqs.(4.2) and (4.3) for Eqs.(4.14) and (4.15),
respectively, in Eq.(4.16). The result, for the total Larmor tunneling time is plotted
in Fig. 4.8.

FIG. 4.8: Total Larmor tunneling time T% in Eq.(4.16), in units of TO h('l\\). as a
function of the energy e — E/VQ and the barrier width afro-

4.7. But tike r and Landauer Time

In 1985 Biittiker and Landauer [20, 26} suggested using a modulated incident
amplitude, which was investigated further by Martin and Landauer |2.'1|. This
method yields the Buttiker-Landauer tunneling time TRI defined as

iB i.
d\nD

dE
(1.17)

where D is the transmission amplitude. When the transmission amplitude I) in
Eq.(3.9) in terms of the phase <f> and the transmission coefficient T is substituted
into Eq.(4.17), we obtain

'in. =

1/2

(.1.18)

The Buttiker-Landauer time iBh is equal to the magnitude of the complex
Pollak-Miller time in Eqs.(4.4) and (4.6), TBL - (rJM f rp2

Af|
1/2 = |»pM I ir,.A/|.

For a rectangular barrier Eqs.(4.7) and (4.5) can be used for the real and
imaginary Pollak-Miller times in Eq.(4.18). The resulting Buttiker-Landauer time

obtained is plotted in Fig. 4.9.
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0 0
FIG. 4.9: The Duttiker-Landauer time TQI in Eq.(4.18), in units of TQ ~ h/2Vo, is

plotted as a function of the energy e — E/\'o and the barrier width nAo-

4.8. Phase Delay Time

The phase delay time T+ is defined as |27]-[31]

(4.19)

where A</> is the phase change due to the presence of the barrier.
For the rectangular barrier the phase change A<f> is defined as

1 11-'- ~\

2K k
(4.20)

from Eq.(.'MO). When Eq.(4.20) is differentiated with respect to the energy, and
written in a dimen.sionless form, we find that for the reef angular barrier the phase
delay time i^ is

Jo (k/k0) [sinh2(Ko) )

where ro /i/21'o is a characteristic lime. Equation (4.21) for the phase delay
time is plotted in Fig. 4.10.
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FIG. 4.10: The phase delay time r* in Eq.(4.21), in units of r0 - h/2\'n. is plotted
as a function of the energy e — E/VQ and the barrier width afro-

5. Conclusion

We give a new formulation of the tunneling time as an expectation value of the
tempus operator in the barrier region. The tempus operator, conjugate to the
energy operator, is not Hermitian and only acts on the energy as a parameter, so
its "expectation value" is complex. For a rectangular barrier of width a and height
VQ we calculate the real and imaginary parts of this tunneling time, and plot I hem
as functions of the dimensionless energy e = E/VQ and barrier thickness afco- The
imaginary part of this time is nonnegative for the rectangular barrier, whereas the
real part is negative for some values of the parameters. The tunneling time has to
be nonnegative for causality not to be violated, so the real part of the calculated
tunneling time is rejected. Only the imaginary part of the tunneling time, which
of course is a real number, has physical significance. For the rectangular barrier
we also calculate other tunneling times that have been proposed, and compare
them with our results. The other tunneling times we calculate for the rectangular
barrier are the Feynman time from the path integral method, the Pollak-Miller
time, the dwell time, the bounce time, the Martin-Landauer time, the Larmor
time, the Buttiker-Landauer time, and the phase delay time.
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